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Creating chaos and the massacre of refugees!
The suffering of the Iraqis

Iraq, 11.07.2022, 12:47 Time

USPA NEWS - This is how they wanted and this is how they planned, then with their evil tools of traitors and fools and other stupid,
naive or arrogant minds, they carried out their desire to crush countries and destroy peoples. Deception and treachery have flayed him,
and some of them are still manoeuvring to prolong his rule even if he mortgaged all the goods of his country, and as a result
destruction, ruin and creative chaos permeate countries.

This is a summary of what is happening in the world of conflict between the evil forces that dominate the capabilities of the world and
the peoples who are in control of them. to her.. Do not be deceived by the fact that some regimes remain in power for a longer period,
as the forces of evil, as a result, target wealth, demographic change, demolish norms and values, tear the social fabric, and humiliate
peoples by creating crises.

But the departure of any regime from the disobedience of obedience hastens its end. On the other hand, the survival of any regime in
power will be a huge bill that that regime pays to its masters from the country’s wealth in the form of gifts and corrupt contracts of
armament, training, oil extraction and exploration companies or any mineral that their countries offer and with long submission
contracts term.

Diving into the corridors of this subject may diffuse us into files and scandals from which only thorns may bleed our palms and cuff our
pen, so this much is enough for us to take you through the repercussions and consequences of this chaos that tore peoples apart and
forced many men, women, young adults and children who were overpowered to leave their homelands Orientation towards the
unknown by living in tents and camps of misery within their countries, or knocking on the doors of countries by residency or asylum,
and the scourge and alienation it brought upon them and its painful toll.

As much as we pay tribute to some countries that opened their doors to refugees, such as Turkey, Germany and other countries, but
we blame and condemn many of them, which dealt with unparalleled brutality, and even European countries claiming democracy got
involved in inflicting massacres on refugees on their borders and trying to hide their crime in mass graves without moving their state
(Iraq) silently as if the matter did not concern her with an international silence and a stigma borne by everyone, as happened on the
border with the stranded Iraqi refugees who were smashed by the Polish border forces, and the Belarus government exposed this! So
far, we have not heard or seen any reaction from the government of Iraq about what happened to its citizens, and this is not surprising,
especially if we know that many of its citizens have fled mainly from their brutality because every day they were crushing, slaughtering
and absenting them while they were suffering from hunger, disease, discrimination, extortion and more To make matters worse, they
were allowed to invade and destroy their areas with the worst terrorist organisation produced by the intelligence of those countries!

The Arab refugees, especially the Iraqis and the Syrians residing in some countries that benefited from this file, suffer today both
ways. At first, the countries opened their doors to them and received them and received huge sums from them, then I felt recently that
they had become a heavy burden on them, so that they are treated today in the worst possible way because they had to leave those
countries. The country, and the stories and suffering we receive, the article does not have the space to tell!

Here is Turkey, which has turned its gloomy face with its harsh treatment of Iraqi and Syrian refugees and even changed its laws after
it adapted them against them in many matters such as obtaining a visa and residency conditions and specifying them to make them
monthly without the rest of the nationalities with setting impossible conditions and a dry treatment even in changing the address of
residence, transportation and work And reviewing any official department in order to humiliate him, and it came to them that they no
longer recognise the residence of those who own real estate with them, even if the price reaches nearly one hundred thousand dollars,
he is not able to sell it or leave it, and he has put everything he owns in it!!



To force him, as is the case of those who enter the country for the first time, in measures that make him curse the hour that landed his
feet in Turkey, while the Turkish government was begging the arrival of any tourist to grant him residence and even a passport with his
ownership of any real estate!!

All of this is happening amid the silence of the Iraqi government with the largest Iraqi community of its citizens, which is present in
Turkey and does not dare to object, correct their conditions, demand their rights, or even deal reciprocally with their community! Note
that the Turkish government is primarily the beneficiary of the presence of this number of Iraqi or even Syrian refugees, because most
of them have transferred their money and opened an interest for them to live from, except for some people who have been stranded
after their money has run out of them, so they cannot continue to be there without being They have a resource and are not fortunate
enough to return to their countries while they are still under the rule of tyrants, and perhaps their homes have been razed to the ground
and they are homeless refugees.

We hope that this article will reach those who have influence on the Turkish decision, starting with President Erdogan and the directors
of municipal councils to reconsider their government’s treatment of refugees and not having to leave Turkey forcibly after they were
milked and then thrown. It is a padded expulsion and unfair laws.
Perhaps the Turkish government has taken this unjust behaviour due to its inflation or to record the gains of some parties over the
suffering of your guests before entering the election race. Do not burn crops that you have planted for decades, and do not carry
burdens that you have no power to bear on your back.
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